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Hi, Betty.

Hello, Mike.

What’s wrong?

My mom hurt her finger.

That’s too bad.

It’s next to the supermarket.

Where is the drugstore?

Thank you, Mike. See you next time.

Where’s the hospital?

It’s across from the bank.
Point and say

Where’s the supermarket? ➔ It’s between the hospital and the drugstore.

Play - Throw the ball

Where’s the drugstore? ➔ It’s between the supermarket and the bank.

Listen - Yes (O) or no (X)

1. 2. 3. 4.

----- Look - Workbook p.2
**Review - Song**

🎵 *Where is the Hospital?*, 🎷

Where is the hospital? Where is the hospital? It’s next to the drugstore.
Where is the school? Where is the school? It’s across from the bank.
Where is the church? Where is the church? I don’t know, I don’t know.

**Play - Choose a card**

Where’s the drugstore? It’s between the hospital and the toy store.
1. Where is the church?
   It’s (across from/next to) the bank.

2. Where is the bank?
   It’s (between/next to) the church and the hospital.

3. Where is the supermarket?
   It’s _____________ the toy store.

4. Where is the school?
   It’s _____________ the drugstore.
Listen and say

Wow, there are so many toys!
Stay where I can see you!
Mom, I want a teddy bear.
Mom, she is in the toy store.

Where is Cindy?
Oh no!
Where is Mom?
She is in the supermarket.
Whew!

Practice with your teacher - Ask and answer

Where is she?
She is in the supermarket.
Where is he?

Point and say

Where is **he?**

He is in the **supermarket.**

Where is **she?**

She is in the **bakery.**

Play - Dance and move

Listen - Check the right picture

1. a
   - hospital

2. a
   - drugstore

3. a
   - supermarket

4. a
   - school

5. a
   - church

6. a
   - bank

Look - Workbook p.4
Review

Where is he?
He is in the bank.

Where is she?
She is in the bank.

Play - The card game

Where is he?
He is in the bank.

Where is she?
She is in the bank.
Read and match

1. Where is she?
   She is in the drugstore.

2. Where is he?
   He is in the supermarket.

3. Where is she?
   She is in the bank.

4. Where is he?
   He is in the bookstore.

Which word doesn’t belong?

1. supermarket  bakery  bookstore  shopkeeper
2. school  guitar  police station  video store
3. park  church  piano  toy store
4. bank  farmer  drugstore  hospital